ACHIEVERS OF JIRS

ALUMNI WHO MAKE US PROUD
A CASCADING HONOUR OF OUR CHILDREN’S ACHIEVEMENTS

Tarun Shah cleared SAT exam with 800/800 CENTUM

Mohammed Nabeel Pilar – selected for Middle East under 19 team
Master Vignesh Prem now head of an IT firm in Qatar and a successful entrepreneur with Global orders on digital marketing projects
ACHIEVERS

SHIVANI KEDIA
A BUDDING ENTERPRENEUR
Heading a Multi million construction company

JIRS Alumnus - RISHI RAJ
FTV’s Disco Jockey

MS. LARISHA DHAKAL
won “Miss Nepal Icon 2013”
YAMAHA FASCINO MISS DIVA – 2015
1st Runner-up
NATASHA ASSADI
CONGRATULATIONS
AMONG WORLD TOPPERS SAT II EXAMINATIONS

Master SUJEET BHANDARI
FOR OUTSTANDING RESULTS
100% RECORD BREAKING SCORES

800/800 IN CHEMISTRY
800/800 MATHEMATICS LEVEL 2
800/800 PHYSICS
CONGRATULATIONS

AMONG WORLD TOPPERS SAT EXAMINATIONS

FOR OUTSTANDING RESULTS
800/800 MATHEMATICS LEVEL 2
750/800 PHYSICS
Khie Biggs was awarded with the best speakers award in the Harvard Model Congress international student conference - DUBAI - 2014.
ROHIT MUNDRA

Pursuing MS in Electrical Engineering from Stanford University
INDIVIDUAL ACHIEVERS 2015-16

Mast. Fenil: - Received the Best Striker Award both at the CBSE Football Cluster and at the Nationals.

Mast. Kevilhulle: - Received the Best Mid - Field Player Award at the CBSE Football Nationals


Master Daniel Joplin: was selected for the Karnataka U16 State Cricket Academy

Mast. G L Dhanush: - Received the Best Mid - Field Player Award in the South Zone CBSE Hockey Championship.

Master Aryan Kankariya scored an unbeaten hundred against the visiting Palmerston North Boys High School from New Zealand.
SOME PAST ACHIEVERS FROM JASE

Mishal Javia Tennis Scholarship to Georgia State Univ. US.

Abhishek Jha – Professional Golfer, Asian Circuit

Mibom Tako Played for Karnataka & Assam State Football Teams

Nammi Divya Teja, International Diver, World University Games, Moscow 2013

Pranav Menon, Selected for the EAST BENGAL Football Club Youth Academy-Kolkata, Currently at University of Manchester

Rounak Bucha, Current Assam U-19 & U-25 Cricketer